
> interchange



> introduction
UCI’s investigation into workspace evolution drives ongoing system design.  
A focus on aesthetics, sustainability, efficiency and organisational flexibility formed the basis of the 
Interchange Programme development. 

Interchange accommodates varying organisational dynamics requiring work surface height 
adjustment capabilities and supports alternative ways of working. Flexibility and adaptability are key 
elements of Interchange; the name says it all.

Combined with modern methods of working, Interchange supports configurations that enhance 
and improve collaboration and transparency. As with all things UCI, Interchange was created to be 
environmentally sustainable to enable our clients to leverage their investments into workplaces  
of the future.



> create
With simple lines that compliment any office interior, Interchange has an 
elegant design that is bold, independent and smoothly integrated offering 
a myriad of possibilities for inspiring creativity.



> collaborate
Simple yet charismatic, Interchange is limited only by 
the imagination. It also reflects the shift in workplaces 
where the focus is on trust and output.  
This is occurring in recognition of the productivity 
improvements achieved through well-managed 
transitions, resulting in greater employee collaboration.



> converge
From a simple “buzz session” to a more elaborate 

conference, Interchange is the answer to today’s flexible 
workplace’s need for a common congregational area.

Interchange creates a space that provides harmony 
between individual needs and team working practices. 
The benefits are improved productivity, satisfaction and 

workplace efficiency.

> network
The ability to multi-task is frequently required on a typical working day and Interchange allows you 
to do just that. By considering the need for employee personal space as well as team interaction, UCI 
has created a truly efficient workstation system.



> specifications

Snowflake 120 degree 3 way pod

Single layouts

Small team layouts

Large team layouts

120 degree 3 way pod

Single 120 degreeStraight single Straight back to back

Double bench Triple back to back

Quad bench Quad back to back

Straight Back to back 120 degree



Single layouts

Small team layouts

Screen mount options

Large team layouts

Bridge mounted panel

C - shape T - shape 

Back to back T - shape 

L - shape Single 4 way podStraight bench with return

Floor standing panelSuspended panel 
(Free-standing)

Double 4 way pod

Back to back C - shape Triple 4 way pod

400 mm400 mm

90 degree 4 way pod



With its combination of functionality, strength, durability and  
design for disassembly, Interchange is UCI’s answer to the need  
for an environmentally friendly workplace. Interchange is GECA  

certified and is manufactured under ISO 14001 standards.

ISO 14001
EMS 520521

ISO 9001
FS 520627

UCI-2011
GECA 28-2010-

Furniture and Fittings

Interchange is designed by the UCI Design Studio, and manufactured 
in our factory in Adelaide. It is a certified Australian Made product, 

manufactured under ISO 9001 standards, supporting our local  
workers and our environment.

ISO 14001
EMS 520521

ISO 9001
FS 520627


